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Introduction

• The main idea of this paper is to show: causal models perform better on 
privacy protection compared to associational models.


• Specifically, they show the privacy advantage of causal models in three 
perspectives: differential privacy, membership inference, and attribute 
inference.



Notations 

• Consider data from a distribution  where  is a -dimensional 
vector. Our goal is to learn a function  that predicts . The causal 
features  where  represent the parents of  in the causal graph.


• Now suppose there is another distribution  where only the causal 
relationship between  and  is preserved, i.e., .

(X, Y) ∼ P X k
h(X) Y

Xc ⊂ X Xc Y

P*(X, Y)
Xc Y P(Y |Xc) = P*(Y |Xc)



Generalization Property of Causal Models  

• Theorem 1: Under loss , assume  the optimal model for 
predicting  using , and  the optimal model for predicting  
using all the features. Then, there always exists a  such that the worst 
case Out-of-Distribution Error (ODE) bound for an associational model is 
higher than the same for a causal model  





• Here  is the upper 

bound of the out-of-distribution error over all possible data sets 
.

L hc : Xc → Y
Y Xc ha : X → Y Y

P*

sup
P*

ODE-Bound(P,P*)(hc, y) ≤ sup
P*

ODE-Bound(P,P*)(ha, y)

ODE-bound(P,P*)(h, y) = sup
S

(LP*(h, y) − LS∼P(h, y))

S ∼ P(X, Y)



Generalization Property of Causal Models  

• Essentially theorem 1 states a model that captures the real causal 
relationship has better generalization performance on another 
distribution where the causal relationship is preserved (compared to 
associational models).


• This conclusion is intuitively obvious because an association model often 
relies on associations that might no longer exist in the changed 
distribution.


• Theorem 2: the conclusion of theorem 1 holds at instance level.


sup
x∈S,x′ 

LP*(hc, x′ , y) − LS∼P(hc, x, y) ≤ sup
x∈S,x′ 

LP*(ha, x′ , y) − LS∼P(ha, x, y)



Privacy

• Differential Privacy


• Membership Inference Attacks


• Attribution Inference Attacks



Differential Privacy
• (Dwork et al. 2014): A mechanism  with domain  and range  satisfies 

-differential privacy if for any two datasets  that differ only in one input 
and for a set , the following holds: 

M I O ϵ
d, d′ ∈ I

S ⊆ O Pr(M(d) ∈ S) ≤ eϵPr(M(d′ ) ∈ S)

d

d′ 

M

M

M(d)

M(d′ )

• Note  is the model training procedure and  is the resulted model.M M(d)



Differential Privacy
• The standard approach to designing a differentially private mechanism is 

by calculating the sensitivity of an algorithm and adding noise proportional 
to the sensitivity. 


• Sensitivity: Let  be two datasets such that  differs from  in one 
data point. Then the -sensitivity of a mechanism  is defined as: 

.


• The more sensitive the model is, the more likely it reveals private 
information.

S, S′ S′ S
ℓ1 M

ΔF = max
S,S′ 

∥F(S) − F(S′ )∥1



Differential Privacy
• Laplacian Mechanism (Dwork et al. 2014): Let  be a function with 

sensitivity , if we replace the output of  with , 

the resulting new function preserves -differential privacy.





• It is the simplest way to achieve -differential privacy.

F
ΔF F(x) F(x) + Lap(0,

ΔF
ϵ

)

ϵ

px(o)
px′ 

(o)
=

1
2b exp( − |F(x) − o |

b )
1

2b exp( − |F(x′ ) − o |
b )

= exp
|F(x′ ) − o | − |F(x) − o |

b
≤ exp

|F(x) − F(x′ ) |
b

≤ eϵ

ϵ



Differential Privacy

• Lemma 1: Under the condition of Theorem 1, the sensitivity of a causal 
learning function  is lower than or equal to the sensitivity of an 
associational learning function .


• Theorem 3: Let  and  provide -DP and -DP guarantees 
respectively under Laplacian mechanism. Then, for equivalent noise 
added to both the functions and sampled from the same distribution,

, we have .

Fc
Fa

Fc Fa ϵc ϵa

Lap(Z) ϵc ≤ ϵa



Membership Inference

• Membership inference attacks aim to accurately predict whether a target 
input belongs to the training dataset or not (Shokri et al., 2017).


• Depending on whether the adversary has the full access to the model 
parameters, membership inference attacks are classified into white-box 
and black-box. In this paper, they only focus on black-box where they 
only have access to the model outputs.



Membership Inference
• Membership Experiment: Let  be an adversary,  an learning 

algorithm,  the data distribution over . A membership experiment 
proceeds as following: 


• Sample  from , train a model .


• Draw  if , or draw  if , where .


•  outputs 1 if , otherwise .


• Membership Advantage: 

𝒜 A
P (x, y)

S D A(S) = FS

z ∼ S b = 1 z ∼ D b = 0 b ∼ Bern(0.5)

Exp(𝒜, A, D) 𝒜(z, Fs, D) = b 0

Adv(𝒜, A, D) = 2Pr(Exp(𝒜, A, D) = 1) − 1



Membership Inference
• The simplest attack is to guess it is not a member when the loss is too 

large. The intuition is that models perform better on training data.


• Bounded loss function (Yeom et al., 2018): Suppose  for 
some constant , all , and all  sampled from  or . Then, the 
membership adversary  proceeds as follows: 


• 1. Query the model to get . 


• 2. Output  with probability . Else, output .

ℓ(FS, x, y) < B
B S ∼ P (x, y) S P

𝒜

FS(x)

1 ℓ(FS, x, y)/B 0



Membership Inference

• Theorem 4: Under the conditions of Theorem 1 and for a Bounded-Loss 
adversary . The worst-case membership advantage of a causal model  
is lower than that of an associational model .


• This is a direct conclusion from Theorem 2 from (Yeom et al., 2018): The 
advantage of Bounded-loss adversary is , where  is 
the Out-of-Distribution Error bound, aka, ODE-bound.

𝒜 fc
fa

Rgen(A)/B Rgen(A)/B



Attribute Inference
• A model may reveal the value of sensitive features of a test input, given 

partial knowledge of its features. For instance, given a model’s output and 
certain features about a person, an adversary may infer other attributes of 
the person.


• Theorem 5: Given a dataset  and a causal relationship that connects 
 to , a causal model   makes it impossible to infer non-causal features.


• The proof follows trivially from definition of a causal model.  includes only 
causal features during training. Thus, it is independent of all features not in 

.

S(X, Y)
X Y fc

fc

Xc



Experiments

• Since all the conclusions are drawn under the assumption that the 
underlying causal relationships are known, they use simulated data sets.


• Datasets: 1) Four datasets generated from known Bayesian Networks and 
2) Colored images of digits from the MNIST dataset.


• Colored MNIST consists of inputs where digits 0-4 are red in color with 
label as 0 while 5-9 are green in color and have label 1.



Experiments
• For the Bayesian network data sets


• Causal model: MLE with Bayesian networks (bnlearn package in R)


• Associational model: MLP with 3 hidden layers of 128, 512 and 128 nodes 
respectively.


• Attack model: DNN with 2 hidden layers of 5 nodes each. 


• They use the attack model to attack both the causal model and the associational 
model, and report the attack accuracy (baseline 0.5).


• To measure the out-of-distribution performance, they design other two test sets by 1) 
altering the sampling probability  and 2) add random noise.P(x)



Experiments

(a) is the target model accuracy. (b) is the attack accuracy for different dataset sizes on which the target model is trained and (c) is the 
attack accuracy for test distribution with varying amount of noise for total dataset size of 100K samples. 

Results for Bayesian Network:

While DNN works well on the in-distribution test set , it is vulnerable on 
the out-of-distribution test set .

P
P*



Experiments

Results for all the bayesian models trained on dataset of size of 60K. (a) is the accuracy of the target model, (b) is the attack accuracy for 
the target model, (c) is the attack accuracy using Test(P*) dataset on true causal, learned causal and DNN models. 

Results for Bayesian Network:

In (c), they include two non-causal features as parents of the output variable along with the true 
causal features, to show the more accurately a model captures the causal structure, the more 
robust it is.



Experiments
• For the colored MNIST data sets


• Causal model: Invariant Risk Minimizer (IRM) (Arjovsky et al. 2019).


• The idea of IRM is to train models on multiple data sets so that it generalizes to 
different data environments (out-of-distribution) by capturing invariant feature 
representation:





• They construct two training sets. The first one has 10% data points that do not 
follow the coloring pattern, while the second one has 20%. In the test set, 90% data 
points do not follow the coloring pattern. 

I(w) = ∑
e∈ℰ

Re(w) + λD(w, we)



Experiments

• Associational model: Empirical Risk Minimizer (ERM)


• Attack model: DNN with 2 hidden layers of 5 nodes each. 



Takeaways
• This paper aims to show causal learning is a promising approach to train models 

that are robust to privacy attacks.


• Empirical results show causal models are robust to membership inference, while 
the associational models are vulnerable when the test sets have a distributional shift 
to the training set.


• Their results, both theoretical and empirical, are limited to the case where the causal 
relationship is known apriori.


• The theoretical analysis are limited to the simplest cases for both differential 
privacy and membership inference.


• The empirical evaluation on colored MNIST is not convincing.


